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AUTUMN WOODS.

1 HAVE had tearful days,
I have been taught by melancholy hours,
My tears have dropped, like these cbill autumn showers,

Upon the rustling ways .

Yes! youth, thou sorrowest,
For these dead leaves, unlike your rising morn,
Are the sad progeny of months forlorn,

Weary and seeking rest .

Thou wert a homeless child,
And vainly clasped the solitary air,
And the gray ash renewed thy cold despair,-

Grief was thy mother mild .

Thy days have sunlight now,
Those autumn leaves thy tears do not deplore,
There flames a beacon on the forest's shore,

And thy unwrinkled brow .

0 holy are the woods,
Where nature yearly glorifies her might,
And weaves a rich and frolicsome delight

In the deep solitudes .

Far through the fading trees
The pine's green plume is waving bright and free,
And in the withered age of man to me

A warm and sweet spring breeze .
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WHEREVER we recognize the principle of progress, our
sympathies and affections are engaged . However small
may be the innovation, however limited the effort towards
the attainment of pure good, that effort is worthy of our
best encouragement and succor.

	

The Institution at Brook
Farm, West Roxbury, though sufficiently extensive in re-
spect to number of persons, perhaps is not to be considered
an experiment of large intent .

	

Its aims are moderate ; too
humble indeed to satisfy the extreme demands of the age ;
yet, for that reason probably, the effort is more valuable, as
likely to exhibit a larger share of actual success .

Though familiarly designated a "Community," it is only
so in the process of eating in commons ; a practice at
least, as antiquated, as the collegiate halls of old England,
where it still continues without producing, as far as we can
learn, any of the Spartan virtues . A residence at Brook
Farm does not involve either a community of money, of
opinions, or of sympathy .

	

The motives which bring indi-
viduals there, may be as various as their numbers.

	

In fact,
the present residents are divisible into three distinct classes ;
and if the majority in numbers were considered, it is possi-
ble that a vote in favor of self-sacrifice for the common
good would not be very strongly carried . The leading por-
tion of the adult inmates, they whose presence imparts the
greatest peculiarity and the fraternal tone to the household,
believe that an improved state of existence would be devel-
oped in association, and are therefore anxious to promote
it .

	

Another class consists of those who join with the view
of bettering their condition, by being exempted from some
portion of worldly strife .

	

The third portion, comprises
those who have their own development or education, for
their principal object . Practically, too, the institution man-
ifests a threefold improvement over the world at large,
corresponding to these three motives.

	

In consequence of
the first, the companionship, the personal intercourse, the
social bearing are of a marked, and very superior character.
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There may possibly, to some minds, long accustomed to
other modes, appear a want of homeness, and of the
private fireside ; but all observers must acknowledge a
brotherly and softening condition, highly conducive to the
permanent, and pleasant growth of all the better human
qualities. If the life is not of a deeply religious cast, it is
at least not inferior to that which is exemplified elsewhere ;
and there is the advantage of an entire absence of as
sumption and pretence.

	

The moral atmosphere so far is
pure ; and there is found a strong desire to walk ever on
the mountain tops of life ; though taste, rather than piety,
is the aspect presented to the eye.

In the second class of motives, we have enumerated, there
is a strong tendency to an important improvement in meet-
ing the terrestrial necessities of humanity . The banishment
of servitude, the renouncement of hireling labor, and the
elevation of all unavoidable work to its true station, are
problems whose solution seems to be charged upon associa-
tion ; for the dissociate systems have in vain sought reme-
dies for this unfavorable portion of human condition.

	

It is
impossible to introduce into separate families even one half
of the economies, which the present state of science fur
nishes to man .

	

In that particular, it is probable that even
the feudal system is superior to the civic : for its combina-
tions permil,many domestic arrangements of an economic
character, which are impracticable in small households. In
order to economize labor, and dignify the laborer, it is ab-
solutely necessary that men should cease to work in the
present isolate competitive mode, and adopt that of co-
operative union or association . It is as false and as ruinbus
to call any man ` master' in secular business, as it is in theo-
logical opinions. Those persons, therefore, who congregate
for the purpose, as it is called, of bettering their outward
relations, on principles so high and universal as we have
endeavored to describe, are not engaged in a petty design,
bounded by their own selfish or temporary improvement.
Every one who is here found giving up the usual chances
of individual aggrandizement, may not be thus influenced ;
but whether it be so or not, the outward demonstration will
probably be equally certain .

In education, Brook Farm appears to present greater
mental freedom than most other institutions.

	

The tuition
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being more heart-rendered, is in its effects more heart-stir-
ring. The younger pupils as well as the more advanced
students are held, mostly if not wholly, by the power of
love.

	

In this particular, Brook farm is a much improved
model for the oft-praised schools of New England .

	

It is
time that the imitative and book-learned systems of the
latter should be superseded or liberalized by some plan,
better calculated to excite originality of thought, and the
native energies of the mind .

	

The deeper, kindly sympa-
thies of the heart, too, should not be forgotten ; but the
germination of these must be despaired of under a rigid
hireling system .

	

Hence, Brook farm, with its spontaneous
teachers, presents the unusual and cheering condition of a
really "free school."
By watchful and diligent economy, there can be no doubt

that a community would attain greater pecuniary success,
than is within the hope of honest individuals working sep-
arately . But Brook Farm is not a Community, and in the
variety of motives with which persons associate there, a
double diligence, and a watchfulness perhaps too costly,
will be needful to preserve financial prosperity .

	

While,
however, this security is an essential element in success,
riches would, on the other hand, be as fatal as poverty, to
the true progress of such an institution .

	

Even in the case
of those foundations which have assumed a religious char-
acter, all history proves the fatality of wealth.

	

The just
and happy mean between riches and poverty is, indeed,
more likely to be attained when, as in this instance, all
thought of acquiring great wealth in a brief time, is neces-
sarily abandoned, as a condition of membership .

	

On the
other hand, the presence of many persons, who congregate
merely for the attainment of some individual end, must
weigh heavily and unfairly upon those whose hearts are
really expanded to universal results.

	

As a whole, even the
initiative powers of Brook Farm have, as is found almost
every where, the design of a life much too objective, too
much derived from objects in the exterior world . The
subjective life, that in which the soul finds the living source
and the true communion within itself, is not sufficiently
prevalent to impart to the establishment the permanent and
sedate character it should enjoy.

	

Undeniably, many de-
voted individuals are there ; several who have as generously
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as wisely relinquished what are considered great social and
pecuniary advantages ; and by throwing their skill andenergies into a course of the most ordinary labors, at once
prove their disinterestedness, and lay the foundation of
industrial nobility.
An assemblage of persons, not brought together by the

principles of community, will necessarily be subject to
many of the inconveniences of ordinary life, as well as toburdens peculiar to such a condition .

	

Now Brook Farmis at present such an institution .

	

It is not a community :it is not truly an association : it is merely an aggregation
of persons, and lacks that oneness of spirit, which is proba-
bly needful to make it of deep and lasting value to man-
kind .

	

It seems, even after three years' continuance, uncer-tain, whether it is to be resolved more into an educational,
or an industrial institution, or into one combined of both .
Placed so near a large city, and in a populous neighborhood,the original liability for land, &c., was so large, as still toleave a considerable burden of debt .

	

This state of thingsseems fairly to entitle the establishment to re-draw fromthe old world in fees for education, or in the sale ofproduce, sufficient to pay the annual interest of such liabil-ities .

	

Hence the necessity for a more intimate intercourse
with the trading world, and a deeper involvement in money
affairs than would have attended a more retired effort ofthe like kind .

	

To enter into the corrupting modes of the
world, with the view of diminishing or destroying them,is a delusive hope .

	

It will, notwithstanding, be a laborof no little worth, to induce improvements in the twogrand departments of industry and education . We sayimprovement, as distinct from progress; for with anyassociation short of community, we do not see how it ispossible for an institution to stand so high above the pres-ent world, as to conduct its affairs on principles entirely
different from those which now influence men in general.
There are other considerations also suggested by aglance at Brook Farm, which are worthy the attention ofthe many minds now attracted by the deeply interestingsubject of human association . We are gratified by observ-ing several external improvements during the past year ;such as a larger and a more convenient dining room, alabor-saving cooking apparatus, a purer diet, a more orderly
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and quiet attendance at the refections, superior arrange-
ments for industry, and generally an increased seriousness
in respect to the value of the example, which those who are
there assembled may constitute to their fellow beings .
Of about seventy persons now assembled there, about

thirty are children sent thither for education ; some adult
persons also place themselves there chiefly for mental assis-
tance ; and in the society there are only four married
couples . With such materials it is almost certain that the
sensitive and vital points of communication cannot well be
tested .

	

A joint-stock company, working with some of its
own members and with others as agents, cannot bring to
issue the great question, whether the existence of the ma-
rital family is compatible with that of the universal family,
which the term "Community" signifies .

	

This is now the
grand problem .

	

By mothers it has ever been felt to be so .
The maternal instinct, as hitherto educated, has declared
itself so strongly in favor of the separate fire-side, that as-
sociation, which appears so beautiful to the young and
unattached soul, has yet accomplished little progress in the
affections of that important section of the human race-
the mothers. With fathers, the feeling in favor of the
separate family is certainly less strong ; but there is an
undefinable tie, a sort of magnetic rapport, an invisible,
inseverable, umbilical chord between the mother and child,
which in most cases circumscribes her desires and ambition
to her own immediate family. All the accepted adages
and wise saws of society, all the precepts of morality,
all the sanctions of theology, have for ages been employed
to confirm this feeling.

	

This is the chief corner stone of
present society ; and to this maternal instinct have, till very
lately, our most heartfelt appeals been made for the progress
of the human race, by means of a deeper and snore vital ed-
ucation .

	

Pestalozzi and his most enlightened disciples are
distinguished by this sentiment .

	

And are we all at once
to abandon, to deny, to destroy this supposed stronghold of
virtue ?

	

Is it questioned whether the family arrangement of
mankind is to be preserved? Is it discovered that the
sanctuary, till now deemed the holiest on earth, is to be
invaded by intermeddling skepticism, and its altars sacrile-
giously destroyed by the rude hands of innovating pro-
gress? Here "social science" must be brought to issue .
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The question of association and of marriage are one. If, as 
we have been popularly led to believe, the individual or 
separate family is in the true order of Providence, then the 
associative life is a false effort. If the associative life is 
true, then is the separate family a false arrangement. By 
the maternal feeling, i. appears to be decided that the co
existence of both is incompatible, is impossible. So also 
say some religious sects. Social science ventures to assert 
their harmony. This is the grand problem now remaining 
to be solved, for at least, the enlightening, if not for the 
vital elevation of humanity. That the affections can be 
divided or bent with equal ardor on two objects, so opposed. 
as universal and individual love, may at least be rationally 
doubted. History has not yet exhibited such phenomena 
in an associate body, and scarcely perhaps in any indi
vidual. The monasteries and convents, which have existed 
in all ages, have been maintained solf'ly by the annihilation 
of tlrnt peculiar affection on which the separate family 
is based. '.rhe Shaker families, in which the two sexes are 
not entirely dissociated, can yet only maintain their union 
by forbidding and preventing the growth of personal affec
tion other than that of a spiritual character. And this in 
fact is not personal in the sense of individual, but ever a 
manifestation of universal affection. Spite of the specula
tions of hopeful bachelors and resthetic spinsters, there is 
somewhat in the marriage bond which is found to counter
act the universal nature of the affections, to a degree tend
i11g at least t(? make the considerate pause, before they 
assert that, by any social arrangements whatever, the two 
can be blended into one harmony. The ge11eral condition 
of married persons at this time is some evidence of the 
existence of such a doubt in their minds. Were they as 
convinced as the unmarried of the beauty and truth of 
associate life, the demonstration would be now presented. 
But might it not be enforced that the two family ideas 
really neutralize each other? Is it not quite certain that 
the humau heart cannot be set in two places; that man 
cannot worship at two altars? It is only the determination 
to do what pai·ents consider the best for themselves and 
their families, which renders the o'er populous world such 
a wilderness of seltbood as it is. Destroy this feeling, they 
say, and you prohibit every motive to exertion. Much 
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truth is there in this affirmation. For to them, no other

motive remains, nor indeed to any one_ else, sav� t�at of the

universal good, which does not permit the bmldmg _up. of
supposed self-good; and therefore, forecloses all poss1b1hty

of an individual family. 
These observations, of course, equally apply to all the

associative attempts, now attracting so much public atten
tion ; and perhaps most especial1y to such as have more of
Fourier's designs than are observable at Brook Farm. _The

slight a11usion in all the writ�rs of _the '' Phalanster1an"
class to the subject of marriage, 1s rather remarkable.
The; are acute and eloquent in deploring Woman'� op
pressed and degraded position in past and present tm�es,
but are almost silent as to the future. In the _mea? while,

it is gratifying to obser,•e the successes which m son:e
departments attend every effort, and tha! Brook. Far� 1s

likely to become comparatively eminent m the highly nn
portant and praiseworthy attempts, to render labor of !he
hands more dignified and noble, and mental education
more free and ]oveful. 

C. L.

TANTALUS. 

THE astronomers said, Give us matter and a little mo
tion, and we will construct the universe. It is not en?ugh
that we should have matter, we must also have a smgle
impulse, one shove to launch the ma�s, and generate the
harmony of the centrifugal and centripetal forces. Once
heave the ball from the hand, and we can show how all
this mighty order grew. -- A very unreas_onable postulate,
thought some of their students, and a plam beggmg o� the
question. Could you not prev�il to �n;w the genesis of
projection as well as the contn�uatm� of it. -.Nature, mean
time, had not waited for the discussion, but, right or wrong,
bestowed tbe impulse, and the baHs rolled. lt �as �o
great affair, a mere push, but the astronomers were right m




